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0. hwoduction 
One of the objectives of this paper is the examination of the relritionship between 
the following properties of a Noetherian ring A : 
(i) every ideal of2 can be generated by two elements; 
(ii) every ideal of A is projective over its endomorphism ring. 
Bass [3] in his study of the rings for which every torsion-free module is a direct 
sum of ideals, proved that if A is a t dimensional reduced ring with finite integral 
closure, then (i) implies (ii). Using properties of the canonical ideal, our i%st obser- 
vation in [22] - which we have since learned was proved earlier by Drozd and 
KiriEenko [9] by direct methods -.- was that, under the same conditions,(i) and (ii) 
are equivalent. Fn this paper we will show (Sections 3,5) that (i) and (ii) are not 
equivalent - even for domains - but that mild conditions on A will give (i) implies 
(ii). 
* Partially supported by National Science Foundation Grant 33 133. 
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Study of ctjndition ii) leads to more general questions involving estimates for 
bounds on the number of generators of certain ideals (Section I ‘) and to an exis- 
tence theorem far rings s;itisfying (i) (Section 3). We call a Noetherian ring stoblc 
if tt satisfies (ii). In Section 2 we show that stable rings have (Krull) dimension at 
most f and th3t every I dimensional local Xlar=aulay ring possesses “a high degree 
sf stability”; to be spe&k, there exists an integer N such that, for all ideals f which 
ajntain a nunzero divisor. Psi is prczjective over its endomorphism ring. 
Sectkxn 4 is 3 digression on non-Nfoetherian ri gs. It contains the proof that 
finitely generated i eals in Priifer domains of dimension 1 are two-generated. 
Throughout e A is a <:ummutative ring with 1. The term “1~31” includes Noetk- 
rian. The f;Fliowing notatkjn will be fixed. k(B) denotes the length af an ,&module 
B, tql) denotes the minimal number of generators uf an ideal I and. if I has dimen- 
sivn 0. v(r) denotes the multiptkity of 1. &I ) denotes the multipkity of the Jacab- 
son radial of It. 
We wish to express our 3ppre+zi3ticln to E. Matlis for his helpful comments. 
1. Estimates fat numbers of generators of ideals 
One of the key tools in our study is the 1 dimensional case if 3 theorem of Rees 
12 I i that gives a bound fc,r the number of generators of certsin ideals in a local 
Mac3ulay ring. First. we give a new. simple proof af Rees’ theorem and then several 
applications. 
Proof. Ler M be the maximal idea1 of A. By passing to A(X), W&V) and IA&n as 
In [I% pp. l&71], we may assume that A,W is an infinite field. The proof is by 
induction on (i, the dimension of A. Assume d = 1. ,4/M infinite implies that &f has 
3 superficial element of degree 1r Le., there is 3 nonzero divisor x iu M such that 
.tiP = /#It + 1 for some t > 0. We have 
X(&k4 ) = h(r/xl) = p(A) . 
Far 
X(AjxA ) = X(AjxA) + X(xA/‘xi=) - X(A/i) = X(A/xl) - X(AII) = h(f,kf) 
gives the first equality, and, if we take / = IMk for any k 2 t, we have 
XIA/~A)=X(MklMk+‘)=c((A). 
The exact sequence 
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gives 
Assume d > 1. A/M infinite and A/J Mac3ulay imply that there exists a nonzero 
divisor x in M with the properties that x is a superficial element of degree t of A 
and x is not in any prime minimal over I; cf. [ 19, (22X)]. Then xl = xA n I, and 
is exact. Now A/xA is a Macaulay ring of dimension d - 1. The choice of x ensures 
that I/x1 is a height 1 ideal in A/xA and that A/(1, x) A is Macaulay. Thus, by induc- 
tion, 
u(i) = u(l/xl) < p(A/xA) = p(A) . q 
As a coroHary we obtain a bound on the number of generators for ideals in a 
semilocal ring#of dimension 1 (cf. (2,6,4,X, 121). We wJ1 write u(A) = n if every 
ideal of A can be generated by N elements and some ideal of A cannot be generated 
by N - 1 elements. 
Corollary 1.2. There is u bound an the number of generators for kieals in a 1 dimen- 
sional semilocul ring A. In particular. if all maximal ideals of A are of height 1, then 
t--l 
v(A)%A/N) ki (1 +v(A@)<cr(A) n (I + tiNi)), 
j=l j=l 
where N is the nilradical of A, and t is the smallest integer such that N’ = (0). 
Proof. Rem11 t.hat p(A) = Xp(A&, where M ranges over all maximal ideals of height 
1. Since it is clear that a O-dimensional local ring has a bound for the number of 
generators of all ideals, it is suftkient, by the Forster-Swan theorem [23] , to prove 
the second statement of the corollary for A a l-dimensional local ring with maximal 
ideal N. 
The proof is by induction on t. if t = 1, i.e., if N = (0), A is Macaulay and 
I fi (0 :A I) = (0) for all ideals I of A. We apply Theorem 1 .l to the ideal 
I+(O:, r)=f@(O :A f’) and conclude that tr(l) <, p(A). ksume t > 1. From the 
exact sequence I 
O-+N’-’ _*,a# -+A/h+ +(J 
it follows that 
By induct ion, 
Example 1.3. Let x and )’ be indeterminates over a field k, and Iet A =k[fx.+~)]/(x~,~~$ 
‘Ihen &I) = I , but the bound &4/N) (1 + v(!V)) = 2 obtained in Corallary f 2 is 
attained. 
Example 1.4. Here is a simple example of a f dimensional Noetherian ring with no 
bound on the number of generators for ideals (cf. [B, 7) .) Let -Ye, x2, .x3 . . . be 
infinitely many indeterminates over a field k. JLet 
The ideals Pi = (xi”, xi’*, ._., xfwl )R are height 1 prime ideals of R. Let 
S =R -* UPi and ,4 =Rs. A smali computation shows that if a prime ideal Q af R 
is contained in UP,, then Q is contained in some Pj. Hence (0) and the Pi ate the 
drily prime ideals f A. Since ail the prime ideals of A are finitely generated, 4 is 
Noetherian, I-dimensional and manifestly without bound on the number icsf gener- 
ators for ideals. 
Our f&al application of the one-dimensional case of Theorem 1.1 is the follow- 
ing. 
bf* it is sufficient o show that there is a number n such that u(p) 5 n for all 
prime ideals P # M, the maximal ideal of A. IRt x 1, x2 be a system of parameters 
fur A, iwe., M is minhnat aver (X 1, ~2)~ If P is any prime ideal of A, P #M, then 
(X f, x2) !$ P so, say x1 $ P. We have that 0 + P/x 1 P + A/.x 1 A is exact, hence 
u(P) = v(P/x*P)I H1 : 
where q is the bound obtained in Corollary 1.3 for the local ring A/.x 1 A. If n2 is 
the bound fsr A/qA, then we rnpy take n = max(q. nr)* tl 
Note that the same prmf shows that P-primary ideals, P f M, have a bounded 
number of generators. 
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Remark 1.6. Macaulay’s examples (cf. [ 1 ] ) show that Corollary 1 S is no longer 
valid for higherdimensional local rings. It is afso not valid for global Noetherian 
rings of dimension 2. 
Remark 1.7. If A is a Zdimensional affine ring, there is a bound for the number of 
generators of prime ideals. 
Roof. We may assume that A is a domain finitely generated over the field k. By the 
Noether normalization theorem, there exist elements X,J’ in A, algebraically inde- 
pendent over k, such that A is a finite k [x. y] -module. Consider a presentation 
k[X.,?] n --z A + 0 
of A9 and let P be a prime ideal of A. (We may assume that P is not maximal since, 
by the Nullstellensatz, a bound already exists for those.} Consider the exact sequence 
@-+(P)-+k(u y]” -4/P-+0 - . . 
Clearly, the projective dimension of A/P over k [x, y] is at most 1. Thus TV -I (P) is a 
projective and, therefore, free k I-u, y] -module of rank <, n. 
2. St&My 
In analogy with LipmbJs terminology in [ 1 S] , we call an ideal I of a ring A stable 
rf I is projective over its endomorphism ring End,(r). The ring A is stable if every 
ideal of A is stable. Note that if A is Noetherian and B is a faithfully flat A-algebra. 
then I is stable in A if and only if ,& is stable in B. Also note that if A is Noetherian, 
then I is stable in A if and only if /A, is stable in A,, for all maximal ideals M of A. 
If the ideal I contains a nonzero divisor, then 
End,&)z(k I)= {xEK txI5.IJ, 
where K is the total quotient ring of A, Thus, in this case, EndA (r) is a subring of 
the integral closure of A (in K) and I is an ideal of EndA (I). If A is a local ring and I 
is an ideal containing anonzero divisor, then I is stable if and only if I is a principal 
ideal of the semilocal ring End,&). 
Proposition 2.1. A Noetheri& stable ring has K&l dimension at most 1. 
Roof. Clearly we may assume that the stable ring A is local with non-nilpotent 
matial ideal M. L,et 
(O:,M’)= {xEd ~xM'=O)t 
By the ascending chain condition there is a positive integer such that (0 :A nl’) = 
(0 :A M’+‘) for all i> 0. By the descending chain condition on the Artinian module 
(0 :A fl), there is a positive integer ssuch that (0 :A M’) n Iws = (0). Hence there is 
an integer n _. > I=, ssuch that (0 :A tit) fI lbfn = (0). NOW bfn c A/@ :A A#“) and 
Mj(O :A IV) contains a nonzero divisor. Therefore, if we set 
S = End, (:!W) = (w :c! bp) , 4 
where Q is the totat quotient ring of A/(0 :n M” ), &!’ is 3 principal ideal of S be- 
~GWX A is stable- Thus the number of generators of the powers of Ai” is bounded 
by the number of generators uf S over A. ‘Thus the polynomial giving X(&f$‘Mk+ ’ )
far large k is constant 9 and A must be of Krult dimension f . CJ 
Stable rings need not be Macauiay. For example, the ring 
A = k[[.qV] Jf(X’*X~) , 
where x and _V are indeferminates over the field k, is stable. (A also has the property 
that every ideal can be generated by 2 elements.) 
0ur main interest is in the study of stability in Macaulay rings. If A is a 1 dimen- 
siond local Macaulay ring and I is a stable ideal containing ananzero divisor q then 
End,(l) = A’, the ring obtained from A by blowing up I [ 15 ] . If I = JW, the maximal 
ideaf of A 9 th Endn I;W = AJAX is the first neighborhood ring of A 120, 17 j . Lip- 
man’s paper [ iI 5 ] is our &ief source far information about stable ideais that contain 
a nonzeru divisor. We summarize the ileeded facts in the follclwittg proposition. 
It follows from the general theory of blowing up that for ea& i&al I containing 
3 nonzero divisor in a I dimensional local Maaulay ring9 there exists 3 positive 
integer 11 such that In is stable. (This is true for aI1 ideals in any ldimensional local 
ring; cf. ‘Ikaeorem 2.9.) it is our aim here to show that the integer max(,I &A) -- t ) 
works for all idc rls that contain a ncmzero divisor. To this end we make the fullsw- 
ing definition. 
Let A be I’ + d’rmensional local Macaulay ring. If J is an ideal containing a nonzero 
divisor, let n(‘.) be the least positive integer t such that /n is stable. Let 
s(A) = sup {n(l) j , 
where 1 ranges over all ideals of A that contain a nonzero divisor. S(A) is called the 
index of stabdip of A. To show that 
s(n)< mW1 A+- l), 
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we use two results of Dade, Taussky and Zassenhaus IS], one of which (Lemma 2.4) 
we generalize and simplify. 
Lemma 2.3 (Dade, Taussky and Zassenhaus [8] ). Let N be an a&&a (with 1) of 
jitiiie dimnsiort 0 > I owr4&dif k. Let 6’ be a linear subspace 0fH containing 1 
md gmmutirig H met k. Then 12’” - i = ff. 
Lemma 2.4 (Dade, Taussky and Zasserrhaus (81). Let A be a 1 -dimensional lucul 
Macrrtr kp ring with maximal ideal M. I. et I be an ideal containing u nonzm divisor. 
77Wrr 
n(l)<max(l,d- 1) , 
where d = X(A’lnlA’). 
bf. We may assume that A/&f is infinite and that I contains a nonzero divisor x 
which is a superficial element of degree I. If d = 1, then Af = A + MAI and, since 
Ar is finitely generated over A, we have that Af = As Thus f is principal and N(I) = 1. 
Assumed3 1. Let 
v = (Ix - l + MA’)/MA1 . 
V is a linear subspace, containing 1 9 of the A/M-algebra AI/MA’. Since 
A’ = p!l)/xn(l) 
9 
1’ generates A’/MA’ over A/M. By Lemma 2.3, 
vd- ’ = ArtMA’ , 
m hat Id- l,--Cd- 1) =A’.‘Ihusn(I)~d-J. CJ 
theorem 2.5, Let A be u f. -dikmnsimal local Flacaukv W-g. Then s(A) <, 
max{l,p(A)-- 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, it is sufficient to show that X(AI/MA’) < p(A) for all ideals I
containing a nonzero divisor. We do this b> howing that X(A’/MA’) is the number 
of generators of I n61) It then follows from Theorem 1 .l that X$/MA’) < p(d). . 
There is a nonzero divisor y in A’ such that IA’ = s)tl’ (cf. [ 15, Proposit ion 1.1])- 
ThUS 
I@ A’tMlk A’) = X(A’/MA’) 
for every k 2 0. Since /“i(’ = f’(l), it follows that 
X(A’/MA’) = X(~“‘IMI”“‘j . U 
It is an immediate corollary of the theorem that all ideals containing a nonzero 
divisor are stable in a 1 dimensional ocal Macaulay ring of multiplicity 2. In fact 
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(Theorem 3.4), &lli) < 2 implies that every ideal is stable. 
If I is a 2senerated ideal containing a nonzero divisor, we 
precise information about the behavior of the powers of I. 
have the following 
Proof. We may assume that f = (I?, h) with u and 12 nonzero divisors in A. Suppose 
If i = 0, then b’ E aIt __ ‘, so I’ = al’ - ’ , and f’ _ 1 is stable. Assume i + 0. Pass to the 
ring W’“I = 4 1x1 ,$#A 1 .y
(’ 
. where X is an indeterminate and M is the maximal ideal 
of A l Pick II a unit in A Xj such that 
where ii = ?1 + MA(X). L.ef D = Q + u/3 and b = 3. J’hen 
The coefficient of fl* is ui -- Z&i q t_ i cd, which is a unit - Thus 
(IA(‘X))t = at(rA(Xj)t-” ’ . 
I 
It follows that (IA(X))‘- ’ is stable, and, since A(X) is faithfuily flat over A, that 
I’- ’ is stable. Thus n(i) <, t - 1. However, n(f) C I - 1 contradicts our choice of t 
since 
v@)=j+l if j<-n(l)=?- 1, 
v(IQ = t if j 2 n(l) = t .--- 1, 
A(li/lj+i)=cl/l) if j>n~f)=r- 1. 
Proof. Propositions 2.2 and 2.6. 5 
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If I = M, the maximal ideal of A, we obtain the following theorem of Matlis [ 171. 
Corollary 2.8 (Matlis [ 3 71). Let A be II 1 dimensional local Mucahy ring with 
muximrrl tie&f mi~aimally generated by 2 efements. Then n(U) = p(A) - 1 and 
v(Mj) = 
i 
j+l if’ j$(A)- 1, 
I p(A) if j>p(A)-i. 
lheotem 2.9. Let A be a 1 -dimertsionul local r&g. Let I be art ideal uf A. T&en sume 
power of I is stable. 
Proof. Note first that if R is a reduced local ring and I is any ideal, then some power 
of I is stable. This follows by passing to the ring R/arm I. Let N be the nilradical OIF 
A. We may assume that I & N Modulo N we have J* z wJ, where J is some ovwer 
S of I and w EL Let r be the least positive integer such that N” = (0 . If x EJ 
2 
and 
y f J, then x -- WY E N and (x .- WY)’ = 0. Thus fl E w.?-~. If J is generated b 
k elements, then i r’ a 
52” - 2k+2 = wJ2kr-2k+l . 
Hence, for some power of I, say L, we have L* = zt, with 5 in L. * 
Now choose starge nough so that (0 :A 1’) = (0 :A I”‘) for i 2 0, and choose 
t > s so that (ff)2 =J#, with y E It. Now (0 :A J’) = (0 :A I’) and (0 :A y) = (0 :/I 9) 
for i2 0. Thus (y) f3 (0 :A y) = (0). Pass to the ring A/(0 :A v), where y is a nonzero 
divisor. r’ is stable in A/(0 :A y) = A/(0 :A I’), and I’ is stable in A. 
3. Twqgenetated rings 
For brevity, we shall say that a ring A is 2generated if every ideal of A can be 
generated by two elements. First, we note that a local Macdulay ring of multiplicity 
2 is 2-generated. To do this we need the following lemma, which is a special case 
of 14, Lemma 1.21. 
Lr?mma 3.1. Let A be u 1 &me&crnul local ring with maximal tileal M. Let P be o 
minimal prime and x an element of M \ F. Then (x, P) is mi~~imallj generated by x 
arid II mimhalgenerating set fiw P. in particthr, if’A is Moc&ay. v(P) 5 p(A) - B . 
Roof. L#et (y1, . . . . yt ) be a minimal generating set for P. Then 
ax + “l)j + . . . + a, yt = 0 
implies that a E P. And 
al_ctl + . . . + u~~v, E PM 
implies that “1, . . . . Al* EM. Cl 
Proof. Since p(A) 5 2, the minimal primes of A are principal. Let PI = (Jl ), . ..” p,l = 
@I,) be the minima1 primes of A. If I consists of zero divisors, then I G PI , ay, and 
/ +,I’, where 
f = (rEA 1 rd, 63). 
We may continue in this way until we have that I =dp*... d?A or I = dy’ . . . d,? .f, 
where q. . . . . an are non-negative integers and J is not corMned in any minimal 
prime. 
Proof. The proof f~3ltows directly from the Forster Swan theorem f23 f once it is 
noted thrrt if I is contained in a minimai prime P, then IP is principal * c3 
The next theorem is a generalization of the result of Bass 133 quoted in the 
introductkjn of this paper. 
Proofw We may assume that A is local with m3ximal ideal.!V. Although it follows 
from Thmrern 2.5 that every ideal I zontainiq a nonzero divisor is stable, we give 
a direct proof here. Let I .= (u, 6) where d and b are nonzero divisors of A. Then 
1’ = (& ab, b2) is 2generated. If, say, u2 E (b2, ab), then I2 = Ib and I is stabie. 
IfabE(02, bz)and,say,ub=ra2 +sb*,withr,sEM,takea=u, +bl andb=bl. 
‘Ihen J* = u i I, and I is stable. 
Assume that I consists entirely of zero divisors. Using the notation as in the 
proof of Lemma 3.2, we have either I= d’;” . . . dp A, in which case I is stable, or 
I=d;’ . . . d,O” J, where J is an ideal of A that is not contained in any minimal prime. 
Since J is stable, J = fB, where B = EndA (.I’). Now 
I=IS=d;’ ..a d:fB. 
Thus I is projective over Endg(i) GZ EndA (I). SI 
The integral closure A’ of a 2-generated local Macaulay ring A can be explicitly 
described. Nagata’s example [19, E3.21 with characteristic p = 2 shows that A’ need 
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not be finitely generated. If, however. A has the “maximum number of minimal 
primes” (which is 2 for 3 2-generated ring), then A’ is a finitely generated A-module. 
This fact is true in more generality. 
Lemma 3.5. tet A be a 1-dim~rtsWtal local hfacauhy r&g of multiplicity &A) = n. 
Let A’ be the integral closure of A (in the total quotient r&g of A ). Ij' A has n mini- 
mal prik3 PI, . . . , Pn, then A is reduced, A/Pi is a discrete valuation ring jtir i = 1, . . . . 11, 
and A’ is u fi?~itel~~ generated A-module. 
Proof. For any local ring A, 
where the sum ranges over ail minimal primes P such that dim AjP = dim A 
[ 19, (23.S)~.Thus if A is a 1 -dimensional local ring, A cannot have more than p(A) 
minimal primes. Assume now that A is a 1 dimensional local Macaulay ring with 
&A) = tr and distinct minimal primes P, , . . . . Pn. Then 
Thus. for each i, NPi is a discrete valuation ring and Api is a field. Consequently, K, 
the total quotient ring of A, is a direct product of fields, A is reduced and 
A 5 B = “/PI X A/P2 X . . . X A/PpI C K. 
Hence A’ = R. Cl 
In [ 16, p. 264] , Matfis showed that the integral closure of a 2-generated loeca! 
domain is either a finitely generated module (and a principal ideal domain) or a 
discrete valuation ring. Using his resctilt, we have the following description of the 
integral closure of a Sgenerated local Macaulay ring. 
‘Ihcantm 3.6. Let A be,a 1 -dimensional 2~generated local Macaukzy r&g with itttegral 
closure A ‘. 
(1) If A’ is a firzitciy gepleruted A-module, then A’ is a principal tieal ring. 
(2) If A’ is riot a finitely genera; ted A-module, then A’ is quasilocal with prilrxipal 
maximal ideal and A’ is residually ratio;ral over A. A’ is Noetherian if’and on& if’A 
is a domain, in which cuse A’ is a discrete valuation ring. 
Proof. (1) Lef: M be the maximal ideal of A. We may assume that ICI is not principal. 
A is a stable Corenstcin rjng. Consequently, 
M-‘,fA 2 A/M ; 
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M---I = (M : m has at most 2 maximal ideals and NM- ’ is a principal ideal. As in 
[ 161, where k was assumed to be a domain, we show ihat either JW ’ is the integral 
closure of A or .&I- ’ 1s local with maximal ideal properly containing MjM-’ . If iGI-.r 
is not local, then N-- ’ has maximal ideals N, and A$ such that 
‘Thus N, and M, are principal ideals of M“ ‘. If A is a domain, it is immediate that 
N-t is a princip91 ideal domain, hence integrally closed. If A is not a domain, A is 
still lscally a domain, so Nt and IV, each contain a unique minimal prime P, and 
Pz, reqectively. Sin= the total 
? 
uotient ring of MU1 is the direct sum t,f the ftelds 
M$ and &$i, we have that M- 
and M-l 
is reduced. Thus P, n P2 = (O), P, + P, J I)p- ’ q 
= Pi @P, is a direct sum of principal ideal domains and is integrally 
closed. 
By iterating the above procedure, we see that if A’ is a finitely generated A- 
module, then A’ is a principal ideal ring. 
(2)A’=U~*OAi,v;hereAo=A,andAj+t istheinverseiH;l of&fiasanAi- 
module, with nji the maximal ideal of Ai [(cf. [IS, p. 6751). Assume that A’ is not 
a finitely generated A-module. The maxin~al ideal of A’ is 1%’ =tJEo,Ni. 
‘Ai@ *1/*4i) = 1 implies that Ai + &Ii+i z Aj+l. ThUS 
i.e., A’ is residually rational over A. 
In [16], Matlis proved that if MM-’ = XM-’ , then 
Mi=~~~M,~’ =~~ ‘1 N=xA. 
‘hs, if A is a domain, A’ is a discrete valuation ring. If A is no: a domain, then 
(Lemma 3.2) A has one nonzeto minimal prime P, and P is principal, say P = (z). 
From &.&) = p(A/P)X(Ap) it follows that A/P is a discrete valuation ring and 
P2 = (0). If M2 = x&f, t!len, modulo P,. X’ generates the maximal ide il of A/P. 7’hus 
M= (x, z). Now it is easy to see that ’ 
A’ Ius maximal ideal N =x,4’ and unique minimal prime 
If A is a 2generated ring, then so is every finite A-algebra which lies between A
and its total quotient ring. Given a f dimensional Macaulay ring A, when does there 
exist a 3generated ring containing ,4 and properiy contained in A’, the integral 
closure of A ? 
Examples of nor&generated local Macaulay rings A with no rings between A 
and A’ are easily constructed. For example, let x and z be indeterminates over a 
field k. l[Jgt A be the power series ring 
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A = k(z3) t k(z).. + k(z)x’ f . . . ; 
then A’ = k(z)[ [xl]. If 
2 f=uO+alx”arx +...EA’\A, 
thenq#k(z3).Thusk(z)CA~],andALfl=A’. 
To show that the crucial factor is precisely the degree of the residue field exten- 
sion, we use the following facts from Ferrand and Olivier’s paper [ 1 O] on minimal 
homomorphisms. An injective, non-surjective ring homomorphism f : A + f3 is 
minPi,lul if i3 = A [b] for every b E B \ A. f is a fhite mbdrm~t homomorphism if f 
is’ minimai and B is a finite A-module. 
(i) An injective, non-surjective ring homomorphism i: A + B is composed of 
finite minimd homomorphisms if and oniy if &(B/A) is finite. 
(ii) If f : A + 8 is a fiiite minimal homomorphism, then there exists a maximal 
ideal M of A such that MB = icI and d, = BP, for all prime ideals P of A, P Jc: ki. 
(iii) If K is a field and if K + A is an injective homomorphism, then f is minimal 
if and onfy if f is of one of the following three types: 
(a) A is a field and the extension K + A is minimal; 
(b)f is the diagonal homomorphism K -+ A’ X K, 
(c) f is the canonical homomorphism K + A: [x] /(x2). 
?heorem 3.7. Let f’: A + B be a fi~tite mirrimal homomorphism. Assume that 
[B/V : A/N n A] <, 2 for ewy maximal id& N of B. 77wrr X(BfA) = 1. Irt parti- 
C&U, @*A r’s a I4me&mat Mucauluy ring with maximal ideals kw t minimal primes 
and if B is the itttqgrat t&~~e of A, then A is Sgenerated. 
Proof. Let /V be the maxima! ideal of A suds that MB = M. Since the homomorphism 
A/&f + B/&f is also minimal, we examine the possibilities enumc;rated in (iii). If B/M 
is a field, then 
X(B/MJ = [B/M : A/&t] < 2 , X(B,‘A) = 1 . 
If B/b! = A/‘&f X A/M or if B/M = (AIM)[x] /(x2), then 
Now assume that A is l-dimensional Macaulay with maximal ideals not minimal 
primes and that B is the integral closure of A. AP is a discrete valuation ring for all 
maximal ideals P of A z where P #M. &Q&,B,~~/A~~) = 1 implies that A, is a Goren- 
stein ring of multiplicity 2 and, therefore, 2-generated. Using either Corollary 3.3 or 
the fact that A is reduced, we have that A is 2-generated. cl
Corollary 3.8. Let A be Q 1 dimerlsionat Mmzukzy ring with maximal id&s rwt 
mi&zat primes. Assume that A’. the integral closure Of-A, is a jG&ub, guncrated 
A-mod& arid that [A’/N : A/@’ n A)] < 2 for every maximal tieal N of’ 
there exists a Z-generated riq corttairzing A artd proper!~* corltairred irr A’. 
Proof. ii(A) < 00 implies, by (ij, that there exists a ring C such that A c CC A’ 
and C + A’ is minimal. Theorem 3.7 states that C is 2generated. 0 
Remark 3.9. Matlis [ 18 ] has proved that if A is a l-dimensional local domain with 
integral closure not a finitely generated A-module, then there exists a Z-generated 
ring between A and the quotient field of A. 
We pause for a moment o examine the structure of non-Macaulay, local 2-gener- 
ated rings. Suppose that A is a bdimensi~nal, local Z-generated ring which is not a 
domain. If A is Macaulay . then either (0) = PI n P, , where PI, P, are the minimal 
primes of A, the Pi are principal and A/Pi is a disr=rete valuation ring for r’ = 1 9 2, or 
(0) is P-primary, where P is the unique minimal prime of A, (0 zA P) = P, P is prin- 
cipal and A/P is a discrete valuation ring (cf. Lrnma 3.5 and the proof of Theorem 
3 6). Thus A is an extension of uniserial A modules. A similar :>satement holds for 
non-Macauiay rings. 
Prmf. The remarks preceding the statement of the theorem take care of the case 
where A is Macaulay. Assume that A is not Macaulay. First, we show that &A) = 1. 
Let II be a nonzeriu element in (0 :A Mj, where M is the maximal ideal of A, and 
suppose that a EM’ i M*’ . Extend a to a minimal basis (a, b) for M’. Then 
Mt = QA WA; hence l jr = bi,4 for i > 1. thus p(A) = 1 and A has a unique mini- 
mal prime P. By Lemma 3. I , P is principal. I 
Let (0, = Q n 6 be a primary deL_mposition of (0) in A, whereQ is primary for 
? and L is primary for M. Every subidear J of L is principal, otherwise Q + J = Q fDJ 
would require more than 2 generators. Thus, as an A/Q-module, I, ic cyclic with 
trivial annihilator. Since I, gives a faithful representation f A/Q, wh have that A/Q 
is a principal ideal ring, hence a principai deal domain, and that Q = P. We have the 
exact sequence 
It remains to show that P is a uniserial A-module. 
Let J = (0 :A PI. It is sufficient o show that J g M* q fqr this willimply that A/J 
has principal ma.ximal ideal. Suppme, on the contrary, that J 5 M*. Sinl=e A/P is a 
discrete valuation domain, we may take XJJ as 3 minimal generating set for M, 
where Y = (xj and )’ is any element of M \ M* which is not in P. Now M* = 
(x2, xy, _6) is Z-generated. Since M2 $ P, yz $E (.x2, xy). Suppose x2 E (x,,Y.,~~). 
me& - tzxy + b-y2 implies that b EP, say b = b’x. Then X(X - ay - b’y*) x 0 
implies that x - ay E M2, which is 3 contradiction. Similarly, if ,xy E (x21y2) and 
.rc)’ = ax2 + bv2, we get the contradiction y - ax E M2. Cl 
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Remark 3.11. If A is a 1 dimensional, local Z-generated non-Macaulay ring and Y is 
the unique minimal prime of A. then Pz need not be (0) 3s the example 
A = k [ [.Y._Y] /(x3. xy) shows. 
4. Nun-Noetherian ‘%generated *‘) rings 
Several of the questions we have studied onIy require consideration of the finitely 
generated ideals in a ring. For instance, the argument used in the proof of Theorem 
3.4 shows that if A is a quasilocal ring in which all finitely generated i eals contain- 
ing a nanzero divisor are Z-generated, then these same ideals are stable. More inter- 
esting is the question of the existence of a bound for the number of generators of 
all finitely generated i eals or of all finitely generated i eals of a certain type. Before 
we give one such result, we state a iemma which we shall use. 
Lemma 4. 
elements, 
Roof. See [f3, zsj. f.3 
L 
Proof. I&t I be a finitely generated flat ideal with annihilator II. Since 1 is k-ally a 
free msdule, L is a pure ideal, i.e., A/L is A-flat. Thus, by tensoring the exact 
sequence 
U-+I+A+A;F+O 
with A/L, it follows that I can be viewed as a fiaitely seneratcd ideal of the 1 dimen- 
sional ring A/L. NOW the annihilator of I is zero, and, consequently, I is a faithful 
projective ideal [ZS] . According to J Ptnma 4.1, to show that I can be generated by 
twa elements, we examine E = I/12. L is a rank 1 projective module over the ring 
1y = A/l of Ktull dimension 0. tit N be the nilradical of B. Then E/NE is a rank 1 
projective module over the von Neumann ring f3/N. According to [ 14) , such modules 
are direct sums of principal ideals. Rank consideration then shows that E/NE is 
actually B/N-free. By Nakayama’s lemma, E is principal, and Lemma 4. I applies. CI 
CorolIary 4.3. Every finite& genes fed ideal of o h&fer domain of Krull dimensh 1 
crtn begenerated by two elements. 
Rem& 4.4. Corollary 4.3 is the 1 dimensional case of a mnjecture that every 
finitely generated i eal of 3 Priifer domain can be generated by twa elements [ 131 l 0 
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5. Non-standard stlrble rings 
Since stable rings have Km11 dimension at most I and since “stable” and “2gener- 
ated” are equivalent properties for 3 1 dimensional reduced Noetherian ring with 
finite integral closure, we include under the title “non-standard stable rings” those 
stable rings that are not 2generated and also Artinian stable rings. 
As we shall see, it is quite easy to obtain an example of a 1 dimensional stable 
Macaulay local ring that is not 2generated. To obtain a domain with the same 
properties, we use an example of Ferrand and Raynaud [ 111. 
Proof. We analyze the formula 
where P ranges over ail rniniriral primes of A. if A has three minimal primes, A is 
reduced and K is Gorenstein. If A has two minimal primes, then A, is either a field 
or a Odimensional local ring with principal maximal ideal; in ail cases A, is Goren- 
stein. If A has a unique nonzero minimal prime P and P3 = (O), then PAP is principal 
and Ap is Gorenstein; if P 2 = (O), then P and PAP are 2generated, and Ap is not 
Gorenstein. 
Remark 5.2. Liet A be 3 1 dimensional local Macaulay ring of multiplicity 3 whose 
total quotient ring is not Goren5tei.n. 
([i) If P = (“, z) is the unique minim& prime of A s then the maximal ideal M of A 
has a minimal basis x, y, z, where x is any nonzero divisor in 1w \ N* , for A/P is a 
discrete valuation ring. 
(ii) A has many stable ideals, including Mi for all i > 1; di ideals I such that I 3 P 
(for such, I = (xkVy, z) for some k 2 1) and all ideals I such that P 2 I (for I is then 
a free module over the discrete valuation ring R/P). 
Example 53. Let x and y be indeterminates over a field k of characteristic 2. Let 
R = k [ [x, y, zf ] /Qv, zj2. Then R is a 1 dimensional local Macaulay ring of multiplicity 
3. Let P be the unique minimal prime of R. Then Rp is not Gorenstein, and R is 
stable. For if I 55 P, then 1 is stable by Remark 5.2 (ii). If / contains a nonzero divisor, 
then i can be generated by 3 elements. A short computation produces, for each such 
I, an element w in I such that Iz = w/. 
To find 3 1 dimensional vocal stable domain which is not 2generated it suffices 
to find a local domain A with completion the ring R of Example 5.3. 
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Example 5.4. Let A be the 1 dimensional ocal domain with maximal ideal M gener- 
ated by 3 elements which is constructed by Ferrand and Raynaud [11, Proposition 
3.11, and adapted to characteristic 28s in 111, Rentark 3.7, p. 3081. A contains a 
field of characteristic 2. A, the Kadic completion of A, has the property that its 
unique minimal prime P satisfies P2 = (0) and A, is not Gorenstein. If A has multi- 
plicity 3, then p(A) = 3, and, by applying the structure theorems for complete local 
rings. Lemma 5.1 and Remark 5 2 (‘i), we have that d ? k [ [x, y, z] ] /Cy. z)z, where 
k 2 A/M~~ is a field of characteristic 2. Thus to contplete the proof that A is a stable 
domain that is not Z-generated, it remains to show that &A) = 3 (no assumptions on 
characteristic are needed for this). In the notation of Ferrand and Raynaud [ 111, 
A is the subring of B consisting of all b E B such that D(D) E L. The maximal ideal 
M of &I has the form M = (,X, X sI i, 
Now Xlsf, =x*x$, , 
Xszl), and it suffices to show that Mf:.? XM. 
so we need to show that Xsfl EM or even that X&t EA. 
But 
D(Xsf, ) = sw(s, 1) = zx(fyx) = 2, E L . 
Similarly we show that D(.?2zI ) and D(Xs, 1 szl) E L, so that X2 szl E XM and 
X2 sI i ~2~ E XM. ThusM is stable and the multiplicity of A is 3, the number of 
generators of A. 
we cc)nclude with some remarks about Art&an stable rings. Let A be an Artinian 
local ring with maxintal ideal M. If M2 = (0). then ,4 is stable because the endomor- 
phisnt ring of any ideaf is simple. 
Proof. (0 :A ICI) 2.4,/M, SC) that if A@ =J (01, the proof is finished. Assume 
CO :#!t M) c M. Since ~4 is injectivc, End, CM) ~,4/cO :A M). !M stable implies that 
M 2 (A:‘(0 :A M))“. Thus 
X(M) = n&4/(0 :A M)) = f? (X(&4 ) -- h(A/M)) = rrX(M) . 
Thus II = 1 and M is principal. El 
The following example shows that for Artinian rings, “2-generated” oes not 
imply “stable”. 
Example 5.6. Let ( % ) be a symmetric, nondegenerate bilinear form on the vector 
space V over A’. Consider the vector space 
If we define e * = Ve = 0. w w = (u, w) c for u, w E V and multiplication by the first 
component as just ordinary multiplication, then A is a Gorenstein ring. If k’ is 
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Sdimensional, every ideal of A can be generated by two ekments. A is, however, 
not a principaf ideal ring, and thus not a stable ring. 
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